
Dear Boogaloo families,

How wonderful to see so many of  your lovely faces at the studio and Zoom dance classes this past 
couple of  weeks. We are so thankful that we have the technology to keep us all connected during this 
time of  physical distancing; and to have such an amazing community of  teachers, dancers and 
families who are embracing this new way of  learning and connecting with one another.

BOOGALOO ACADEMY STUDIO

The progress that everyone made this year is incredible. It took such hard work and dedication to 
reach the levels you  attained. As we would normally be spending the final 10 weeks of  the year 
preparing for the Year End Show and various dance competitions, we believe we should pause and 
postpone those classes until we can get back to dancing in the studio. Your fees already paid for the 
2019/2020 year will cover these weeks when we resume our normal in-studio classes and can 
complete the performances as planned.

We have reserved potential theatre dates every month from July 2020 to January 2021. With the 
go-ahead from public health office, we plan to resume classes when it is safe to do so and use our 10 
weeks to work together and polish up the performances as planned.

SUMMER CAMPS & CLASSES

In the meantime, our teachers will be offering classes that may be taken in-studio or online so we can 
keep your passion, strength, technical skills and connection to each other alive. Please see the posted 
schedule and instructions for registration and choose the classes you would like to take. You are more 
than welcome to try out any other class that matches your age and skill level.

More than ever we are so grateful for our amazing Boogaloo family of  students, volunteers and 
teachers. We miss you all very much and we are excited about these opportunities to connect and 
create with you all while we are together or physically apart. Please let us know if  you have any 
questions or feedback!

Sincerely,

Anita and Jheric


